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Topic Importance and Data Quality

Nationwide surveys have been widely used to estimate public opinion, evaluating public policies and, ultimately, predicting election outcomes. However, there are several risks associated with traditional surveying methodologies that limit the interpretation of results from election forecasts. If these risks aren’t properly mitigated, the survey results can mislead the public and elevate the existing levels of public mistrust in surveys.

Problem Statement:
1. Is there an efficient and effective way of fully utilizing online poll data to predict two-party voter share in these elections?
2. Is poll data with specific candidate names listed worth investing time/money to collect?

Model Evaluation and Findings

Besides the below metrics, there are noteworthy specific findings about the two surveys: for instance, the behavior prediction for independent, married, white males, >54 y.o, without a bachelor’s degree is the most different across the surveys.

Conclusion:

The estimates using generic ballot polling questions perform marginally better than the estimates using specific candidate names. Since it is more expensive and time consuming to use specific candidate names in polling, we recommend continuing to use generic polling questions, as the investment does not seem to be worthwhile. However, further analysis is needed to determine whether this result holds within specific sub-demographics, such as age or education.
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